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MASTER
The neutron capture cross sections of U2Sn, 130Ba, 146Nd, 148Nd. 186w, 1900s and 192Os

at 24 keV neutron energy were measured with respect to 197Au by activation in a 24 keV neu-
tron beaa at the Brookhaven High Flux 3eam Reactor. The reliability of this technique was
verified by reneasuring the cross section of 186« and comparing it to previous measurements.
This continuing series of measurements will provide a sore reliable data base for nucleo-
synthesis calculations.

(Activation cross sections at 24 keV; stellar nucleosynthesis on
146Nd, 148Nd, 186H, 1900s and 1940s)
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Introduction and Background

The importance of neutron capture cross sections
in stellar nucleosynthesis was first emphasized in
1946. At this tine Alpher, Beche and Gamowl demon-
strated the approximately inverse relationship between
elemental abundances arid their capture cross sections
at stellar teapsraturas. Since then it has been con-
cluded that buildup of heavy nuclei is accomplished
by neutron capture via either the slow (s) process in
r.omal stars or the rapid (r) process in supernovae.
The s process occurs inside of stars at a temperature
or about 20-30 keV.

A reactor spectrum can be filtered through a
-'"Fe-Al filter to provide a source uf neutrons ac an
energy corresponding approximately to these 3tallsr
temperatures. Such_a besa is available with sufficiect
intensity ("* 4 x 10' n/sec) to allow neasuremeat of
the activation cross section vith natural samples.

Experimental Technique

The source of neutrons used in this series of
measurements was the 24.3 keV filtered beam facility
at the High Flux Beim Reactor at Brookhaven National
Laboratory. This energy is obtained by use of an iron-
aluminum filter -:ade of 12" of 56Fe and 7" of Al.2

This is the energy equivalent to neutrons in equili-
brium with their surroundings at 2.8 x 10s ° K. This
is a good approximation to the internal temperature
inside a red giant.

The measurements were done in the following man-
ner: Since the neutron capture cross section of gold
at 24 keV neutron energy is well known (621 + 3 mb),
averaged over the iron-filtered speccrun, all cross
sections were measured relative to gold. A sample
packet, with dimensions slightly larger than the
(2.5 cm)2 beam, was prepared consisting of ^ 0,2 gm/cn2

Au and '•< 1 gm/cn2 of the sample sandwiched between two
.sheetsof 0.022 gm/cm2 cadmium. Thus the samples were
irradiated simultaneously in a geometry that minimized
any variation of the flux over the beam area. The
cadmium was used to shield the sample from any thermal
neutrons returning from the room. After irradiations
of about line day the saapla was removed from the beam
and the activity measured with a Ge(Li) detector.
Because of the high neutron current and the excellent
v-ray resolution of Ge(Li) detectors it was possible
to use natural samples rather than separated Isotopes.

After irradiation, the sample packet (without CiX)
was placed in a fixed geometry about 12 cm away from
a Ge(Li) detector, which detected the gamma rays
emitted from the sample (Fig. 1). This relatively

large distance was to insure that the geometrical ef-
ficiency would not change due to slight differences
in the positions of the samples. The relative ef-
ficiency calibration of the detector used was obtained
by placing previously calibrated 226Ra3 and 182xa4
sources in the same fixed geometry as that of the
samples. The relative efficiency curve thus obtained
is shown in Fig. 2. The detector was surrounded with
bismuth and lithium loaded polyethelene to shield from
Y~ and n-backgrounds, respectively.

The signal from the detector, after being shaped
acd amplified was digitized and the spectra stored in
a computer memory. A representative spectrum obcained
by this method can be seen in Fig. 3.

The length of the time necessary to accumulate
sufficient data fas dependent upon the abundance of
the isotope, its half lifa, and the level of activation
obtained. This varied from several hours for ^'^
to over a week for

Data Analysis

During irradiation of the target nuclei, the
total number of activated nuclei is dependent on both
the rate of activation and the rate of decay. Thus
the number of activated nuclei at any time L is:

N2(t) A cr (1)

where i is the neutron flux, z the neutron capture
cross section, N^ is the number of target nuclei at
the beginning of the irradiation and \ is the decay
constant. However, since the cross sections of the
various nuclei are to be found with respect to the
gold cross section, absolute flux measurements are not
necessary. Thus, when Eqn. (1) is solved for a rela-
tive a it becomes:

e (2)

where A signifies the nucleus used as a standard and
3 is the nucleus whose cross section is to be calcu-
lated. In this case t? is the Irradiation time. The
gold cross section is taken to be 621 millibarns.3

The numbers of activated nuclei at the end of the
irradiation period (N2^+N2g) are given by the following
equation:
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Tig. 1: Shielding and yi-ray source geometry used
in conjunction with the Ge(Li) detector.

where C is the total number of gamma rays of a par-
ticular energy counted over a period of time tc cor-
rected for decay after irradiation, s is the relative
detector and geometrical efficiency of the sample
gaoma-ray line versus the gold line, f is the branch-
ing ratio and internal conversion of the emitted pho-
ton (listed in Table 1), and F is the correction for
the self-absorption vithin the sample. Corrections
for neutron attenuation and multiple scattering are
negligible. N'o corrections for dead time were neces-
sary when the sample and gold were counted simul-
taneously. For those cases where the gold and sample
were counted separately, dead time corrections of
•i 5% were applied.

24 keV Neutron Capture Results

The results for each nuclide are listed in
Table 1. Also given are the v-ray lines ustd to de-
termine the cross section with the Y-ray branching
ratios (per decay), f, for each Y-ray. In the case
of H2sn and W^Os the Y-ray resuics fron a 1002
decay of an isomeric level populated by S decay. For
chese nuclei f • 1/1+2, where a is the electron con-
version coefficient. Comments on each nuclei mea-
sured follow.

Due to the low natural abundance of 1 (
and the relatively long half life (115 days) of U3Sn,
the sample was countsd for about two weeicg to achieve
good counting statistics.

For 146Md, due to a low count rate, several mea-
surements of the strength of the 531 keV line were
made over about a week and then were folded together.

Since the 24 keV cross section of 186W has been
previously measured8 to an accuracy of better than 10"

it was used as a check on the reliability of che tech-
nique. Our measured 24 keV cress section is 247 + 12,
in excellent agreement with the evaluation based on
previous data of 250 + 20.

The cross section measured for
total capture cross section (cj " ^Excited State +

'Ground State)• F o r 6 n e osmium isotopes it was neces-
sary to also correct for y absorption in the Al con-
tainer of the powdered sample.

Discussion and Analysis of Results

Since most compilations of cross sections data
for stellar nucleosynthesis are done at 30 keV it is
necessary to extrapolate che 24 keV measurements to
this energy. What is usually done at this point is
to simply assume that the absorption cross section
in this area follows a strictly 1/v dependence. If
that assumption is made here, the measured resuics
should be multipled by .90 to obtain the equivalent
30 keV cross section.

However, it is possible to get a more precise
correction factor for each nuclide from its resonance
parameters and strength functions.9 More exactly,
what is done is to calculate each isotopic cross sec-
tion as well as possible at 24 and 30 keV. The ratio
of these values is then the correction factor which
the measured cross section snould be multipled by to
obtain the corresponding 30 keV cross section. This
allows for a deviation from the 1/v trend due to p-
wave capture. The equation used, which was adapted
from Kef. 10 may be expressed as follows:
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•-here Dj is the level density of each resonance spin

gj « statistical weighting factor • 2(21+1)

<Tn> • average neutron level width

« SoDJ(Ea)
1 for s-wave capture

* p-wave capture- S1DJ(En)
1/2(l +• C ^

(S. and S. are s and p wave strength func-
tions) l

• average radiative capture width

total level width

F • fluctuation factor, defined by Lynn
11

The correction factors thus obtained and the re-
sultant 30 keV cross sections are listed in Table 2.
These 30 keV cross sections, however, do not take into
account possible fluctuations in level spacing. Due
to the fact that the half width of the filtered bean
used is 1.9 keV, there nay be relatively few resonances
within this width for some or the nuclei. The ef-
fect this would have is to increase the error of the
extrapolated results for the nuclei with large
level spacing.

Nuclide

U 2 S n

130Ba

1 8 6 W

1 9 O o s

1 9 2 O S

Table

c(<lc) tub

228(25)

755(54)

87.7(6.0)

126.8(8.0)

247(12)

358(38)

156(16)

1

S/keV)

392.7

496
373
216

531

423.5
211
114.3

685.8
479.3

129.4

460.5
13a. 9

f * (lk)fd

.617 + .012

.47 + .01 *

.141 + .005*

.22 + .01 *

.12 + .005+

.11 + .01 +

.31 7 .01 r

.22 + .01 t

.266 + .001+

.209 + .001+

.225 + .005

.039 + .0005+

.043 + .0005+

+ Measured y intensity from Table of Isotopes.°
* Measured y intensity from ref. 7.
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Fig. 2: Composite efficiency curve obtained

from 226R 3 and 182xa sources.
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Fig 3: A typical spectrum obtained after the irradi- C H A N N E L

ation of natural Neodymium. The necessity
cor high resolution techniques can be seen
from the numerous decay lines present.

Table 2

Suelide

U2sn
130Ba
146'HJJ

148̂ cl

1S6W

1900s

1920s

24 keV
Measured

223 + 25

755 + 54

8 8 + 6

127 + 3

247 + 12

359 + 38

156 + 16

Correction
Factor

.886

.922

.353

.785

.893

.390

.904

- Semi-empirical estimate from ,

30 keV
Extrapolated.- Previous

202

715

75

99.i

221
320

144

Allen

Conclusion

+ 24

+ 58

+ 7

»+ 14

± 12

± 36

± !5

et al.

180t

2000t

110 + 25

110 + 20

220 + 20

230

200
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The proven reliability of this technique in ad-
dition to the improvement in the accuracy of these
measurements over previous ones, shows that these aea-
surenents plus future similar measurements will im-
prove the data base for calculations in stellar
nucleosynthesis.
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